
Applications of the Electron Probe Microanalyser 
By J .  Philibert nnd C .  Crussard 

THE MT(:ROANXLY SER with e1ec:troriic: probe 
i~lvent~ed by R. (lastaiiig t~nd c-o~lstructed by the 
Office Niitionalo d'l3tiltic et Recherches A@ron;~u- 
t,iqut~s is intended for lnaking quantitative elementaxy 
analyses ;rt point,s in nlassivc: specimens, n~etallic: or 
othcrwisc (see Pig. 1). The apparatus itself has been 
described elscwhercl; tlic principle is, hrielly, that  a n  
cstrerncly fine pencil of elec:t,rons (the electron probe) 
is clircctGct a t  t h e  speci~nen and the characteristic 
X-rays cn~it ted by thc spcainlen uildcr the impact of 
tlrc electrons are ;rnalysctl. The upparatns therefore 
consisb~ essentially of hll electfroil 6Ftic:al sy~terrl irild 
nil X-ray spectrometer; a mirror-objective microscope 
~ ) c r n ~ i t s  ilormal observations of the specinie~~, 
prq):~rcd as usllal for ~netallography, to be made. 

The extent of the ' resolving power ' of the apyar- 
atus is 21~. in lm@h (this being the minim~lnl diameter 
of tllc regiol~ aiinlysed) and 1-2p in dcpth. All 
elements llcavier thitn clilorilie (atomic No. 17) can 
tw deterniiiled, nild the cxtellsion to  elements tlowrl to 
i t lu~~~inioii l  or ~ i~agnes iun~  is being stutlicd. Hovpcver, 
t11(. analysis of very light elements like carbon, 
11it1.oyr.11. iuld oxygen is not a t  present envisitgod. 

'l'lic error in an;dysis is about 1: 1% for elenl~uts 
in c-onc.e~itrations greater than 0 . 6 ~ .  whioh cxcbludes <, ," 
i~~i;llysis of t.races (conc.entrations below 0 .  1 %). 

'I'Ge present paper givcs the rrlsults of te$ts in;~de 
since thv i~iic~~oaila~yser has I)oen in service a t  LRSlD. 
I ,  1 hese experiiric.~lts wcre made m;iinly to assess rapidly 
the  scol)ca of' the appnri~tlle in the various branches of - .  

nict~allu~~,vical rcscarcli, narnely, the xtud y of ores 
(tlistrihut,ion of iron in oolitcrs), of oxide scales in rnild 
steel (scleotive oxidation), and of ininor segrept~t~ion 
of Ni, (Ir, and Mn in steels having a bnlldwl stlrucl,ure. 
The j~apcr continl~t:~ with ros111t.s obtained in pl~ssc- 
t,ransformatiori studies: the identificntio~i of prccipi- 
tirtcs (osidcs, carbides, s~tlphides, e,tc.) and t,hc 
-- 

M ~ L I I I ~ S C ~ ~ I ) ~  ~.erc:ived 1St.h Marc11,I 956. 
I't~~J'rusor. C!russ;lrcl is Ilvncl oft  he I k q ) ~ r t , ~ ~ c - n  t of Phgnics 

of' the l i lst i tut  dr Reche~*chc:s de la Sicternrgie and Dr. 
Pllilibvrt is  :L nlrr~,l)rr oF t,hc staff. 

Table I 
EXAMINATION OF OOLITIC ORE 

-- 

1 Oolite No. Part A m l y s 0  Fe, O/, i I 
Central core I I 50.5 

I Very black zones ' 43.5 44.5 
White zoi~es  48.5-49.5 
Grey zones j 45.5-46.5 

2 I CentraI core 52.5 
( 1 .  2) I Very bIack zones 42.5 

1 Grey-black zones / 45.5-46-5 ' White zones i I 48-49 
I I 

Note: The manganese concentration is too low for a detailed study 
but I t  scems that the mnes richest in iron are always rlcbest In 
manganese. 

S Y N O P S I S  
'Tllr Cascaing-ONERA Eler~ron l'robc blicro;tn;~ly~rr 11;tk I~rrn in 

~r:rvice for n short time a t  IKSID. 'l'lle instrurrlent per~nits clr~nen- 
tory point nnnlyses to k~c made (over an area of 1- 2p dia.) of 1111 clc- 
nients of atomir numher greater than 17, with an error of 1'1,). Thc 
restrlts of the first  experiment.^ made at IIlSID to rxplore its 
po~sihilitics for ferrotismetaIlurgira~ irlvestigntiort urr reported. frolo 
the st.udy of ores (oolite), oxide scales. and segregation bands in steels, 
to ruetallograyhical studies (phase t.mniifnrmntions, arl;~ly~is ancl 
idrntification of phases, and studirs of diftusio~l). 1 092 

ailalysis of different collst,itucnts-inens~~renlerit H f'roni 
which it is easy to  wolbk out constitutionltl diagrams. 
The paper e i ~ d s ~ n i t ~ l l  a report of solnc st~ldit..s on 
diffusion in varions metals and alloys. 

STUDY OF IRON ORES 

'l'hc: rnicroanalyser can be used for the stnc.ly not 
o111y of lneta l~  but ;L~RO OE insuli~tors by a MIJCCISI 
siirface treatment (nlet,alliz,ztion of the snrf'ace t,o n 
thicki~evs of 300 or 100 A). 3~xnmination Ilits been 
made o r  oolitea extracted froill Lorraine ore (Sitinte- 
I3tirbe brown ore), enveloped in plastic, ant1 polishcrd 
( ~ e e  Fig. 2). Determinations of iron have been mntle 
in the core and in the various concrntxic aureoles of 
t:he oolite. 'Sable 1 gives sorne typical results. 

Fig. ]-Electron probe microanalyser 
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The usual approximatlion is not accurate enough 
for determining the contents of ores from measure- 
ments of line intensities. If LA is the intensiky ratio 
for a strong line (Ka, in the present case), emitted 
by an element A in the 'alloy' studied and by the pure 
element (standard or reference specimen), to a first 
approximation 

........ CA = kA (CA = concentration of A). (1) 

Castaingl has shown that a second approximation is 

where a is a coefficient which is a function of the 
different absorption effects for electrons of the 
various elements of the alloy. 

For alloys of elemenh of neighbouring atomic 
numbers, a can be taken as unity and equation (2) 
reduces to equation (1). In  the present case, where 
the alloy contains about 50% of light element9 
(oxygen in particular), equation (2), which is hyper- 
bolic, must be used. But a cannot be worked out as 
a function of the Lenard coefficients for the elements 
in the ' alloy '; it iy simplest to determine it ompiri- 
cally. To do this, samples of hematite have been 
prepared in the same way as the oolites; under these 
conditions for an iron concentration of 0-70, it iR 
found that kve = 0 - 65, and a is deduced to be about 
0.80. This is the vdue of a with which the values 
in Table I for the iron concentration have been 
calculated, via equation (2). 

It, is intended to confirm this value of a with other 
syecific compounds having various iron contents, 
e.g. goethite and siderite, and to see if an identical 
d u e  of a is obtained from pyrites. 

SELECTlVE OXIDATION DURING THE 
FORMATION OF SCALES 

Billets reheated in an oil-fired furnace exhibit sur- 
face oxide scales of complex structure, the various 
constituents of which can be investigated in a micro- 

1: Metal; 2: PeO; 3: PrS; 4: Slllcnta 
Fig. 3-Mechanically polished oxide scale in O.H. steel 

x 1200 

graphic section with the microanalyser. In  particular 
studies have been made of billets of O.H. medium- 
hard steel of composition: C: 0.4%, Mn 0-6%, Si 
0-31%, Ni 0.22%. and Cu 0.14%. The micrograph 
of the internal part of this scale (Pig. 3) shows the 
existence of four phases. The results of the analyses 
given in Table 11: enable the phases to be identified 
from their content of Fe (+ iMn), since i t  is known 
almost in advance what phases will be encountered. 

There is a considerable enrichment in Ni of the metal 
present as a core surrounded by oxides, sulphides, 
and silicates, in which no trace of this metal could 
be detected. Tn the same way, there is segregation 
of Cu, which also appears in t k  sulphide, bbt 'is not 
detectable in t.he oxide or silicate. Conversely, 
manganese appears mainly in the silicate. 

SEGREGATION OF Cr, Ni, AND Mn 
In  steels having n marked banded structure, a 

nunor segregation has been detected, fairly low for 
Cr and Ni in an Ni-Cr-Mo steel, but much stronger 
for Mn in a tyre steel. 
Segregation of Ni and Cr 

The steel investigated was of the follou4ng per- 
centage composition : 

C Mn Sf s P 
0-16 0.46 0 -2 0.013 0.008 

Ni Cr M o  Co As 
3.02 1-02 0 -26 0 . 1 2  0 -055 
This steel exhibits well-marked segregation bands 

after tempering a t  550" C for 30 min. I t  was studied 
after tempering for 28 h a t  600" C; there is an alterna- 
tion of ferritic and pearlitic zones after etching with 
nital (Fig. 4). The contents of Ni and Cr in these zones 
are given in Table HI. 

The variations of nickel are auite low: not more 
A 

Fig. 2--Mechanically polished oolite extracted from a than 20% in relative value. The variations in 
Sainte- Barbe ore x 180 chromium content are also small, and hardly more 
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Fig. 4.- Steel 16NCD13, austenitized at 850" C and tem- 
pered for 28 h at 600 ' C. Etched with nital i< 540 

than the concentration heterogeneity on the scale 
st,ndied. These variatioils ca.11 always be revealed by 
making analyses with the elect,ron probe a t  various 
points across two adjacent bands. 
Segregation of Manganese 

An apparently considerablc segregation of manga- 
nese in hot-worked steels has already been revealed by 
microradiography" this segregation more or less 
follows the fibre text,~~re. But t,he resolving power of 
lnicroraxliography is not high enough to indicate 
whet.her t,he manganese in question is present as 
(sulphidc ?) inclusions and gives no idea of t.he magni- 
tude of the segregation. 'rhese questions can be 
answered with the mirroanalyser. A t y ~ e  steel con- 
taining 0.55% C), 1-05% Mn, 0.026% S ,  0.3% Si, 
0.0200/: P wa5 studied. Etching with Cornstock's 
reagent (see. Fig. 61, which reveals pho~phorus segre- 
gation (the black zones are low in phosphorus), 
produces a typical segregation-band pattern. Some 
sulphides may be observed in t<he white bands. The 
resulk of analyses of Mn and Fe a t  different points 
are shown in Table IV. 

These analyses show t,ha.t, iudcpendently of segce- 
gation of manganese due to the presence of sulphides, 

Table IV 
Mn AND Fe ANALYSES 

there is a co~siderable segregation in the body of the 
rnetn.1 itself, in the same zones as those in whicl: 
phosphorus segregates. A subject for fur the^: s t udy  
is whether th i s  segregation is sunultsnc.o~~s or \\-tlethev 
one controls the other. 

TRANSFORMATIONS JN STEELS-IDENTIFICA- 
TION AND STUDY OF CONSTITUTION DIAGRAMS 

It hm already been seei~, from the st,udy of billet 
scales, that t.he lnicroanalyser can be used to identify 
compounds . of stoicliionietric composition. La.ter 
examples are given of si~nilas identif?cations of 
sulphides, carbides, etc. Local analysis of two phases 
present. in equilibrium enables ~onst~it~i~tioii diagram;.. 
to be ~vorlted out with a much smaller numl)er of 
alloys t.11a.n do the customary xnet~hods. 
Sulphides 

Local ana.Iyses were lnade on two types of slllphicles 
found in ast.ing skins on cast iron (Fig. (5): the 
yellowish-grey hexagonal ' iron sulphide ' and the  
mouse-grey cubic ' manganese sullphide.' The real~lts 
are given in Table V; the total Fe + Mn is alsvaj-s 
63%, which corresponds satisfactorily with the 
stoichiometric conlposition of trhe sulphide and at  the 
same time identifies it. 

Note that the iron sulphide scarcely dissolves any 
manganese, while the ' manganese sulphide ' some- 
times contains more iron than manganese. 
Carbides 

In high-alloy steels, the microprobe allows bhe 

EXAMINATION OF MILD-STEEL SCALES 

Table 111 
ANALYSIS OF Ni-Cr-Mo STEEL 

r I I 

Area Analysed 1 F n i 1 phase 
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~i 
1 : white I 1 9 6 1  0 i 3 0 .75 ,  100 IMetal 
2: mouse grey 1 77 0 - 5  ! Nil Nil 77-77 5 i Fe0 
3: yellow-grey I 62 0 - 5  Nil ' 0 . 8  63-63.5 FeS 
4: grey-black 52 1 1 .5  ~ i l  Nil 1 53 1 Silicate , I -  I 

Zone Analysed , Xi, O b  ! Cr, 4: 
I 

White ! 2-70-2.80 1 0.8-0.9 
Grey 2.9-3-1 I 1 
Grey-white I 3 - 2  1 .2  

I i 

** 9 

Fig. 5-Strip steel containing 19; Mn, etched with 
Constock's reagent ;: 35@ 
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Table V 
ANALYSES OF SULPHIDES ON CAST IRON 

I I : Zone Analysed , 1 
Mn Fe j Total 

! i 
i I 1 I 
; YetIowish-grey 1 2-3 60-61' 1 63 j Mouse-grey 43 1 20 63 

I T  i 36 1 27 1 63 
I 9, ; 25.5 1 37-5 1 63 

I ' 
evolution of carhides to be followed during high- 
temperature h-t-treatment. Specimens were analysed 
that were provided by J. Papier3 and had been used 
by him in a study of 18-44 high-speed steels. The 
composit~ion of this alloy ~vas C O.SO/o, W 18-8%, 
Cr 4.4%, V 1.9%. 

An interest.ing point is that in this case the nlicro- 
a.nslyser can be used for direct analysis of the matrix 
while in the ordinary method involving electrolytic 
est.raction of carbides, the composition of the matrix 
is determined by difference. 

The specimens were studied after annealing a t  
1300" and 1050" C; after the first treatment, the 
carbide particles were fairly large (5y approx.), while 
in the second case their dimensions were at the limit 
of the  resolving power of the instrument. Table VI  
presents t,he proportions of Fe, W, and Cr in the 
complex tba1ngsten oarbides and the matrix; no figures 
are availabli for vanadium carbides and this should 
be the subject of further investigation. 

:In an Ni-C'r-Co turbine-blade austenitic steel, con- 
taining in addition a few per cent of Mo, W, and Nb, 
micrographs revealed rninute grains of precipitated 
carbide; analysis reveals that these carbides contain 
only niobium, this element being abselit in the matrix. 
I t  may be noted in passing that the element can be 
identified immediately as niobium and not tantalum. 
Segregation in an Overheated Steel 

Plakau, DuAot, and Crussard," after etching a 

I: ' mouse-grey ' su1phide; 2: ' grey-l~lnrk ' s~~lphide 
Fig. 6-Sulphides formed in the skin on cast iron and 

mechanically polished x 480 

Fig. 7-Hypereutectoid Cr steel, heated to 1160" C :and 
quenched at 0' C. Austenite and ledeburite. Etched 
with Beaujard's reagent 1.: 340 

hypereutectoid 0 steel overheated a t  1160° C \vit,h 
Hall's reagent, observed colo~nred aureoles surro~~nding 
patches of ledeburite, indicating heterogeneity of 
chromium in the aust.enite. ,\ccording to previous 
experiments on the diffusion of chrornir~m in this steel, 
followed by etching with t,he same reagent, these 
ameoles are due to chromium enrichment. To confirm 
this conclusion by direct analysis, a study was made 
of the same ~teel, having the follo~ring composit~ion: 
C 3-03%, Cr 2-8Cio/b, Si 0.2%, Mn 0.37%. This 
steel was aust,enit.ized for 6 h a t  1100° C to increaee 
the grain sue, t,hen heated for 15 min at 1160" C ,  and 
finally quenched in ice-water. After etching with 
Beaujard's reagent,%ureoles differing in colour from 
sustenite are observed aso~ind areas of Iedeburjte 
(Pig. 7). Table VII shows the results of detern~hlation 
of Cr a.t various distances d from the ledeburite. 

An enrichment of chromiunl of abont 40% relative 
value will be observed in a zone of 15p. I t  is interesting 
that this rather surprising result is confirmed by the 
microprobe. 
Iron-Chromium Alloys 

Following Porney's w-ork6 on the t,ransforzna.tion in 
Pe-Cr alloys, the present authors have found that ~ I I  

a pure 4,5% Cr alloy t'he a.mounts of lqe and Cr in 
the a- and cr-phases (cr-phase formed by cold-working) 
are equal; t,he transfonnat.ion is diffusionless. 

In less pure alloys, complex carbides of iron and 
Table VI 

ANALE-SES OF TUNGSTEN CARBIDES 

I I 

Temperaflre I 
of 1 Pbase I Fe I W 

I 
Awtenitleation ( 

i I i 
I I 

1300'C I matrix 1 84.5 1 8 . 5  i 5 ' 98 
1 carbide 1 31.5 i 60 ) 3 94.5 i 
I I ! I 

1050'C !matr ix  87-5 5 . 5  1 5 1 98 
I carbide 31.5 , 56 , 3 , 90.5 
i I , 
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Fig. 8-Fe-30% Cr alloy, annealed at 1050" C. Ferrite 
and carbides. Electro-polished x 710 

chromium can be formed by soaking a t  1050° C; these 
carbides do not redissolve until the temperature 
reaches 1200" C. I n  a 30% Cr alloy annealed a t  
1050" C (Fig. 8), the parent metal is seen to be slightly 
depleted in Cr (28.9% Cr) and, near to the carbides, 
over a range of P 5 p ,  the Cr content falls to 26%. 
Analysis reveals 59% Cr and 31% Fe in the carbides, 
which are therefore probably of the formula M ,C,. 

This example illustrates the ease with which the 
contents in metal elements of pha,ses in equilibrium 
can be determined with the microanalyser. 

DIFFUSION PROBLEMS 

The microanalyser is the best instrument for deter- 
mining diffi~sion curves between two metals or alloys 
a t  high temperature; them curves ca.n be plotted 
rapidly and with great accuracy. 

A study of U-Zr interdiffusion is now being made 
ill collaboration with the French Commissariat of 
Atomic Energy. At very high temperature, con- 
tinuous difision curves are obtained, since diffusion 
occurs in a homogeneous phase; hence difFusion 
coefficients can be determined, wit,h their conccntra- 
tion variations and heat,s of activation. At lower 
temperatures, there is multiphase diffusion and dis- 
continuities on the diffusion curves enable measure- 
ments of solubilities to be made. 

Table VII 
CHROMIUM DETERMINATION 

Example 1 

d, P 60 30 10 5 2 
Cr, % 2.35 2.6 2.7 3.15 3 .5  

Iron-Copper Diffusion 

The authors have studied a series of specimens 
prepared by M. Sirca of thc Ljlibljana Institute of 
Metallog~aph y ,* in which, during diffu~ion, the copper 
or the copper alloy used is liquid, the iron being in 
the form of a crl~cible.~ 

The diffusion zones are fairly narrow, about 10p in 
certain cases, which makes it difficult to obtain precise 
diffusion curves. But in all cases, even when i t  has 
not been pmgible to obtain quantitative results such 
as values of diffusion coefficients, local analysis with 
the microanalyser has given interesting results. Three 
examples are given to illustrate this. 

Diffusion of F e 4 u  for 16 h at llOO°C (Fig. 9)- 
Diffusion proceeds mainly along grain boundaries. 
After diffusion, each grain is surrounded by a succes- 
sion of differently coloured aureoles. It has been 
possible to prove that these do not correspond to the 
formation of any particular phase. After a consider- 
able discontinuity a t  the Fe/Cu interface, the copper 
content decreases regularly and progressively from 
10% to less than 0.3% a t  the centres of the grains. 
The widest diffusion bands (those most oblique to the 
plane of the grain boundary) do not exceed 3 0 4 0 ~ .  

D24u9ion of FelCu-P (2%) alloy for 96 h at 950" C- 
In this case the diffusion is frontal. Three zones are 
observed in the iron (Fig. 10): a strongly attacked 
zone A, a zone of basaltic crystals B, and a zone of 
iron crystals of normal appearance C. The well- 
defined interfaces between these zones do not corres- 
pond to a marked discontinuity in the copper content; 
the variation in copper content is continuous, but the 
solubility of copper in iron is considerably lower than 

* M. Sirca, is completing at IRSID research for a 
thesis, begun at Ljubljana, on thc interdifhsion of  iran 
and copper in the presence of a third element. He kindly 
provided the authors with some of his specimens. 

Example 2 Fig. 9-Diffusion of Cu into Fe at 1100°C for 82 h. 
d, P 60 30 20 10 6 3 Etched with nital. (Grain-boundary diffusion of 
Cr, % 2.3  2 . 3  2.35 2.9 3 .1  3 - 4  Cu and aureoles in the Fe grains) *: 350 
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in the preceding ca-se-not more than 4% of copper 
in zone A. In zone B a slight systematic enrichment 
was found across the grain boundaries. The distances, 
memured on either side of the boundary, are: 

cu, Y6 
d,  P. Exainple 1 Example :! 
- . 5  1 .7  1 . 8  

1 . 8  1-85 
1-86  2 

+5 1 . 7  1.7 
I n  copper, greyish-blue a.reas c m  be seen, probably 
consisting of a FeCu-P eutectic fonned on cooling; 
but there was depletion in Cu and enrichment in 
Fe in these areas as the Fe/Cu interface is approached. 
These distances, measured from the interface, were: 

4 P O, 
200-300 1.00-200 50 25 5 

CU, I,, 1-8-2-5 1-1.5 1 0 . 6  0 . 3  
The three last meaalweinents are made on the same 
area a t  three points approaching the Fe/C'u interface. 

Diffa.sion of Pe/Cu-Sb (2.8%) alloy for 64 IL at 
1100"-In this case diffusion again occurs along grain 
boundaries. In  each grain aureoles concentric with 
the boundaries are observed. In particular, there is 
a blue aureole (see Fig. 11). It was not possible to 
determine Sb contents, but only those of Fe and Cu. 

Progrmsive segregation of Cu is observed as the 
grain is traversed from its centre to its boundary, but 
this time there is a discontinuity in passing into the 
blue zone. The copper content a t  the centre of the 
grain is a t  the limit of detection (0.1-0-2% ?), and 
increases continuously to 1% a t  the boundary of the 
blue zone; there it jumps suddenly to 2%. In this 
zone it varies contim~ously, as far as it is possible to 
measure the variation in a zone about 12p wide, from 
2% to 3%. On leaving this zone the Cu content 
increases to 4% and continues to increase to  about 9%. 

Thus the presence of three Cu-Fe-Sb phases has 
been clemonstrateil, which can only be identified with 
certainty by antimony determinations. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The few examples presented in the paper give only 

a faint idea of the possible applications of t.he micro- 

At lop: Cu + Fe411-P eulectic 
Fig. 10-Diffusion of Cu-P alloy into iron (frontal 

diffusion). Etched with nital x 70 
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Fig. 11-Diffusion of C u S b  alloy into Fe: grain boundary 
diffusion of Cu and aureoles in the Fe grains. At  
B aureole coloured blue by the etchant x 350 

amlyser. They are the result of only two months7 
work, which in itself indicates how rapid and effective 
this new instrument is. 

Used alone, the instrument's field of application is 
quite wide but, when used in conjunction with a 
method for revealing the distribution of elements with 
which it cannot cope (Light elementis like carbon, 
nitrogen, arid oxygen, or elements in concentrations 
too low, such as P and S in steels), one may expect 
extremely interes-ting results concerning the solid- 
state interaction of certain metallic elements with the  
non-metals always present in alloys. 

Another possible application of the microanalyser 
which has not yet been explored a t  IRSID iq local 
crystal analysis by I<ossel diagrams. Castaingl har 
been able to obtain such diagrsms, which permit the 
crystal study of a region of about 5p radius, in which 
Kossel lines are produced. 

Thus, used only for elementary and crystal analysis, 
or in combination with complementary methods (e.g. 
autoradiography), the microanalyser is capable of 
producing great advances in knowledge of the st~wc- 
ture of metallurgical products. 
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